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COLOUR MY WORLD

When a leading international company in paints, coatings and specialty chemicals
consolidates its avenues in signature premises, dynamic interiors are the result

The tone of your brand new car, the shiny

marine paint surface on your speedboat, the mood
of your domestic decor - everything we see and _do
is pervaded by colour and the emotion it evokes.
So when global paint, surface and chemical giant
AkzoNobel consolidated its Asian businesses into

one expansive flagship address, it made good
design sense to infuse the premises with dramatic
visual reminders of the company's stock in trade.
With a brand presence in over 80 countries
and now well established in Singapore as well,
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AkzoNobel wanted to give the new offices a strong
sense of local identity inspired by the local culture,
national spices and colours.

The interior design also had to demonstrate what

colours can do in the work environment when used
creatively, says Jeremy Rowe, managing director,

AkzoNobel Decorative Paints, South East Asia and
Pacific.
"In essence, the design of the new AkzoNobel
House had to reflect our identity, not only to
suppliers and clients but also our own staff."

These pages The central,
light-filled atrium of levels five
and six of AkzoNobel House
features colours inspired by
nearby vibrant, multicultural Arab
Street. To emphasise the green
nature of the building and soften
the appearance of the glass
balustrades, designer Cameron
Woo included wire overhangs
that plants will grow over.

·�

As anchor tenant occupying levels one, two,

five and six, AkzoNobel asked interior designer
Cameron Woo to create the vibrant, stimulating
environment required for the now renamed

AkzoNobel House.
A key word for the project is synergy, says Woo.
"I wanted the decor to reflect the ways

AkzoNobel offers a world of colour that touches us
all, with its automotive, aviation and maritime and
domestic paints, including household brand Dulux.
"At the same time I wanted to show another side
of AkzoNobel - a company at the leading edge of
chemical innovation and surface advancement, in

the true spirit of scientific adventure and discovery."
Paints and surfaces are used in unexpected

ways throughout the interiors, with four key colours
used in myriad applications. The emphasis is on
dexterous, sometimes unusual combinations of
finishes - evoking the ideas of collaboration and
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stimulation, both major reasons the multinational

company has consolidated its many businesses
under one roof.
"As part of the design brief was to include an
evocation of the local Singaporean context, I drew

inspiration for the colour palette from nearby multi
cultural Arab Street, with its sometimes riotous,
always dazzling profusion of purples, blues, yellows

and fuchsias," says Woo.
In the central atrium of levels five and six, visitors
look over glass balustrades to an existing 'rug' of
glass tiles and wood - now floating on a sea of
purple carpet. Fuchsia automotive paint has been
used to back vibrant murals, graced with a batik

motif painted by hand in household paint.
"The main reception area, on level five, features a
lush purple carpet and paint can lids used to make
a pattern around the AkzoNobel logo. An element
of fun runs through these spaces," says Woo.

Below Rows of paint can lids
make an unexpected logo
surround in the AkzoNobel
reception area.
Above right In one of the

breakout rooms, a screen can
change colours to create the
ambience the occupant of the
moment requires.
Lower right The blue of the

Dulux reception offers a strong
background to the colourful
Dulux's global brand identity.
Following pages Bold yellow
and purple banding invigorates
and empowers occupants of
this meeting room. The colour
scheme also disguises anomalies
in the ceiling design.
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"Inspiration rooms for the various business

This is a multipurpose space featuring an end

sectors are just as visually stimulating. A back
drop for a wall-mounted television in one features
a Sikkens gold metallic paint, a major AkzoNobel
brand, imbued with sand and then sidelit to show
the resulting textured surface. Few people have

wall in automotive paint, which slides back to
reveal a whiteboard and projectors. The hall is used
for events such as product launches and training

ever seen paint used in this way."
To reference the scientific, questing nature of the
multinational company, Woo introduced a motif that

feature in this room.
"Staff have responded well to the colour and

runs right through the AkzoNobel levels.
"A molecular-style symbol, like a honeycomb,
features on walls, facades, dividing screens and
other surfaces - even on artworks. It is also
prominent on the glass wall of the Town Hall room."

seminars with capacity for 150 people seated and
300 standing. The four principal design colours all

design. The fluidity of the space encourages
connectivity and collaboration - the best way of
generating great ideas," says Rowe.
To view a video, more images and plans go to
IJ),

trendsideas.com/as2903p16

Below left Dry pantries dotted
through all the AkzoNobel floors
have a rich feel and continue the
molecular motif. Unexpected use
of the company's many products
features throughout the fit-out.
Below The Town Hall has a
media wall with icons of the
many brands that fall under
the AkzoNobel domain. All
four leading locally inspired
colours are seen in this large,
multifunctional space.

Location AkzoNobel House (Singapore)
Interior design Cameron Woo, Cameron Woo Design
Construction company Levels 1 and 2, DB & B Pte Ltd;
levels 5 and 6, Kenyon Pte Ltd
Civil engineer HCE Engineers Partnership Pte Ltd
Mechanical and electrical engineer, fire
consultant Levels 1 and 2, ST Architects & Engineers Pte
Ltd; levels 5 and 6, Becon Consulting Engineers Pte
Quantity surveyor WT Partnership Pte Ltd
Partitioning system Folding acoustic partition by Dorma
Window/door joinery Hafele, Hettich, Aero/Elmes
Blinds Level 1, Rollite/blackout roller blind; levels 2, 5 and
6, Hunter Douglas/Lux
Flooring Vinyl floor for pantry area, Amtico by Deco
Expression Pte Ltd; carpet tile for general office, Heritage
by Hourhub Pte Ltd
Wallcovering treatments Mural custom designed by CWD,

in Dulux and Sikkens paints, painted by Thomas Lenz
Ceiling Level 5, custom by CWD in MDF board
Paints AkzoNobel Paints, various colours
Lighting Philips Electronics Singapore Pte Ltd
Heating Levels 1 and 2, York; level 5, Temperzone
Workstations Closed offices, IVM in Red by VCOP; general
area, Tri-corn/Orange VCOP; custom in white by VCOP;
managing director's office is custom designed by CWD and
supplied by VCOP
Office chairs General office areas, Modern in
black;meeting rooms, 2-series in white; training rooms,
Very Wired Chair, various colours, Haworth
Reception seating Level 1, Bene; levels 5, 6, custom CWD
Additional furniture B&B Italia, Naoto Fukasawa
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Photography by Tim Nolan

